Community is Unity
					

- A new Folkets Hus in Hällekis

Abstract
Earlier this year one could read that the municipality of
Götene had sold the old preschool in Hällekis to the
Peoples’ house (Folkets Hus) association in Hällekis,
with the goal to renovate the building into a new Folkets
Hus. The aim of the following project has been to spark
the engagement of the residents in Hällekis to perform
this renovation and create their own Folkets Hus, the
Unity House. The project has put a large amount of
focus on the residents themselves and has refrained
from focusing on tourism. This has been done by
sending out a questionnaire to the locals on which the
result of the project is based on. Several interviews have
been conducted, with the president of the Folkets Hus
association, the national Folkets Hus association, as well
as inspirational projects, such as Röstånga tillsammans
and Korskyrkan Borås.
The project has resulted in an investigation of local
initiatives, the history of the Folkets Hus movement,
ownership, participatory democracy, and suggested
funding methods to support the renovation. All research
has led to the final design of the Unity House, a renovation
project that the residents of Hällekis themselves will be
able to perform through a stepwise process. The Unity
House has functions such as: a large event room with
a stage and storage space, a workshop, a large kitchen,
a multiroom as well as a borrow bank/library. The plot
of the Unity House contains gardening opportunities,
a boule court, an outdoor kitchen, an outdoor gym, an
extension of the workshop, as well as the unity square.
The final project is a neutral Unity House where citizens
can meet and talk, share knowledge and further develops
the everyday life of their society.
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Introduction
Another countryside is possible. That is the theme
for the studio “Planning & design for sustainable
development in a local context” at the master program
MPDSD at Chalmers University of Technology, fall
semester of 2021. This project takes place in Hällekis.
A small community situated on the south side of lake
Vänern. It is a mill town where the industry is still very
much part of the society, but it is also a place with a
peaceful environment and a close connection to the
nature reserve of Kinnekulle. A site where the scenery
draws the attention of many people. For that reason, one
easily focuses on the tourism instead of the residents; the
people who have lived their whole life in Hällekis or the
ones who have just moved in.
This project is for them; the locals. A project that focuses
on highlighting the social thrive and the shaping of
the community. Not only to make another countryside
possible, but their vision of a countryside.
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Aim & purpose
The main goal of the project is to spark the engagement
of local activities among the residents of Hällekis. A
renovation of the old preschool into a Unity House, a
common building, is suggested to act as a foundation
for the locals to start their own local development. The
goal of the Unity House is to be a place where citizens
can meet and talk, share knowledge and further develops
the everyday life of their society. The project put a large
amount of emphasis on local engagement, and the aim of
the project is that the residents should be able to perform
the renovation by themselves with the purpose to grow a
stronger community.

got the opportunity to enter the old preschool. Time was
spent measuring the existing building to provide a new
floorplan underlay and to do a mapping of loadbearing
elements and water systems as well as getting to know
the sites preconditions.
For the theory behind funding methods, sharing,
democracy and ownership as well as inspiration projects
the following literatures has been used: “En annan
landsbygd” by Angelica Åkerman, “Ägandet av himmel,
hav, skog och bygd: Klimatet och demokratin kräver en
ny ägandefilosofi” by Lars Jadelius, “Nyckeln” by Jennie
Dielemans.

Delimitations
Purpose

This chapter describes the purpose, delimitations,
methods and sources used in the project.

The project is limited to focus on three distinct aspects
of the Unity House: the renovation, the creation of
common spaces and the local democracy. The focus of
the project is the old preschool and its site, we do not
consider the old site of Folkets Hus. Additionally, the
project presented focuses on the architectural qualities
and the building phases. Possible changes in the building
shell are not considered, like additional insulation or
possible moisture damage.

Methods & sources
One of the key methods used for this project was
interviews as well as sending out a questionnaire to the
locals. This was important since it is stressed that this
project is made for the citizens of Hällekis. Additionally,
it was considered important to include all different age
groups, which is also reflected in the spread of ages in
the answers from the questionnaire. The scheduled
interviews have been with the following people: Anders
Sahlström (Chairperson of the Folkets Hus association
in Hällekis), Per Forsberg (Folkets Hus och Parker,
National organization), Nils Philips (Chairperson
of Röstånga Tillsammans), Clas Paulsson & Klas
Ullenius (Korskyrkan Gula Huset Borås), Juliane Thorin
(Municipal developer, Götene Municipality) and Unnar
Kristmansson (Head of Planning and Community
Development, Götene Municipality).
The questionnaire was sent out in a Facebook group (Vi
som gillar Hällekis!) consisting of Hällekis residents, to
get an idea of their needs. The questionnaire resulted in
71 answers. The project group visited Hällekis twice, the
first time was about getting to know the site by investing
the infrastructure, buildings, and topography. During the
second visit the group interviewed Anders Sahlström and
6
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Theory

This chapter describes the theory on which the project
is built upon. The theory is combined with the results
from the questionaire and the interviews.
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What is Folkets Hus?
The first Folkets Hus was built in 1893 in Malmö. A
small organization involved in the worker’s movement
had rented a park area for two summers in a row for
arranging events. As they had a need for a set meeting
place, they got the offer to buy the land, which they
did and named it Folkets Park (People’s Park) in 1882
(Folkets Hus och Parker, 2021).
Folkets Hus och Parker is a movement that used to be a
lot larger 50 years ago than it is today says Per Forsberg
(21-11-15) from Folkets Hus och Parker during an
interview. Many show artists, musicians and festivals
relied on going around and performing in these small
parks. The movement used to be very strong and wellfunded, but nowadays many houses are struggling to
survive. However, the movement is not gone, and there
are several success stories in the timeline of Folkets Hus
och Parker. Forsberg says that some parks that were
founded within this movement have grown so much that
they are now working independently, such as Liseberg
and Skansen. Today one can read on Folkets Hus och
Parkers webpage (Nathanson, 2021), that the movement
focuses on collaboration, own creation, democracy, local
initiatives, and the creating of a solid foundation for local
communities. The movement highlights the importance
of meeting places since Folkets Hus is considered a place
where culture is made easily accessible, even in rural areas.
The local initiatives that the start-up and maintenance of
a house like this rely on can only be performed by an
engaged community.

The definition of Folkets Hus
Folkets Hus is not a protected term, it has very many
meanings, although the foundation of these houses lies
in local development say Forsberg during the interview.
The general term used to describe the houses is a public
gathering space with cultural events, often driven by
the worker’s movement. Every house is driven by an
independent association. The core definition of what
a Folkets Hus means has remained the same since the
first house was started. Yet, there is no specific function
that makes a public building turn into a Folkets Hus.
In the handbook Nyckeln, where it is discussed how to
start and operate meeting spaces, Jennie Dielemans
(2021) describes the importance to work local and
see what needs and qualities that specific location has
since every place is different. For the houses or parks to
be able to run independently, it is important to listen
to the residents and to work on a local scale to spark
engagement. Today the houses exist in many different
scales, some are noticeably big, like the Folkets Hus in
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Stockholm which holds both the city conference centre
and a theatre while others are much smaller than that
(Dielemans, 2021).

Folkets Hus in Hällekis
Folkets Hus in Hällekis was completed in the late 1950s
(Prisma, 2021). Skånska Cementfabriken donated a
plot of land to the association in 1938, but it took
some time before enough funding could be raised for
the project. With the help of government grants and
municipal support, the building could be finalized. It was
situated on Slanthagsvägen and stood there until it was
demolished in 1994 (Kinnekullehembygd, 2018). A new
Folkets Hus was constructed in 1992 at Falkängsvägen,
near the harbour. Unfortunately, that building burned
down in July 2014 and the only remains left was the
building’s foundation.
Earlier this year one could read in Götene’s newspaper
that the municipality have chosen to sell the empty
preschool at Backlyckevägen 2 (Ribbing, 2021). For the
symbolic sum of one krona the Folkets Hus association
got the opportunity to once again be in ownership of a
Folkets Hus. 87% of the association’s members voted in
favour of the purchase and as soon the legal work is done
the building will be theirs.
”We will fill the house with joy” says Anders Sahlström,
chairperson of the association, to the local paper (Ribbing,
2021) and Christian Johansson, the vice-chairperson
adds that “This will be a fantastic meeting place that will
contribute to a vibrant centre”. The building, which now
goes by the name Folkets Hus Bruksgården lays central
next to the local grocery store and close to the train
station.

Picture 1, Crowd in Dalaborgsparken, Vänersborg
(Photo: Dalaborgsparken)
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The local initiative
A role model for local initiative is Röstånga Tillsammans,
an association that was formed to find themes and forms
of cooperation to further develop the society of Röstånga
(Åkerman, 2020). The association consists of various
development groups that focus on different themes such
as housing, culture, and business. In an interview in the
book En annan landsbygd by Angelica Åkerman (2020),
Anna Haraldsson Jensen shares that she, together
with Nils Philips and Daniel Unnerbäck, founded the
association in 2009 and with that began an active work
process to create local involvement. She goes on to tell
how they started gathering people from the village; local
associations, companies as well as the municipality, all
with drive and experience. The basis for a commitment
had already commence before the association took
form, therefore, their task was to formalize an overall
development work. In the end, almost 300 people were
involved. Haraldsson Jensen adds in the same interview
upon the question on how they organized the association,
that Nils Philips is an exceptionally good process leader.
People quickly became involved and engaged, they felt
comfortable in the association work. They came up with
their own ideas and were willing to execute them by
themselves and in groups.

but for it to work, a balance with the public sector is
needed. She points out that to make things happen, there
is a need for people who can and want to get involved
locally, but that not all places have these conditions. She
continues to say that if the public sector contributes with
the basic infrastructure, every citizen can contribute a
great deal in addition to this. There is therefore a need to
find forms where non-profit and public actors meet in a
continuous and structured way.

In an interview carried out during this project, Nils
Philips (21-11-19) were asked how a local development
association can be successful. His answer was to create
trust. He continues to explain that trust can only be built
overtime in stepwise practical activities, small projects
to show that the association will do things and not
only have empty words. For example, when Röstånga
Tillsammans took form, they started by creating a
small bike workshop. Philips continues to explain that
Röstånga is not a rich district. For them it was important
to create activities that felt inclusive, to make sure that
everyone feels like they are making a difference and for
them to feel included. That is why the association aims
to improve the life qualities for the residents instead
of making financial gain. As a result of this they keep
making a lot of ‘poor investments’ that nobody else want
because they know that it is important for the local
development and of course the trust process.

In a survey aimed towards the citizens of Hällekis they
were asked how willing they are to contribute their time
into common projects:

Trust is key and can only be built overtime in
stepwise practical activities, small projects to
show that the association will do things and
not only have of empty words
– Nils Philips, Röstånga Tillsammans

Lena Falkheden, senior lecturer at Chalmers, says in an
interview with Angelica Åkerman (2020) that non-profit
commitment in the countryside is especially important,
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An inspirational project

Today the relationship between the association and
the municipality in Hällekis seems to be good. Juliane
Thorin, municipal developer, tells us in an interview
(21-11-18) that the relationship between the actors is
more of a dialogue and has been a bit sensitive since
the municipality were not able to help the association
invest in a new construction of Folkets Hus. However,
she believes that now when they have offered the old
preschool, there are good opportunities to move on in
the right direction and the municipality are keen on
seeing a new Folkets Hus in Hällekis. Anders Sahlström,
chairperson of the Folkets Hus association, shares this
view as he also tells us about how the collaboration
between the association and the municipality is good.

60,6% of the people that
answered the questionaire are
partly interested in investing their
freetime in common projects.

18,6% of the people that
answered the questionaire
are interested in investing their
freetime in common projects.

16,9% of the people that
answered the questionaire are
not interested in investing their
freetime in common projects.

People are very much likely to make difference by
themselves. In an interview (21-11-18) with Clas
Paulsson and Klas Ullenius from Korkyrkan in Borås,
they shared how they managed to renovate an old
sewing factory into a meeting place for the people within
the city area of Norrby. The assembly were in search of
a new space since their church where too small to host
certain events and due to regulations, they were not able
to expand. In spring time of 2019, they heard about an
old sewing factory that were for sale and they decided to
make a bid.
They managed to fund the project with help from their
members and by applying for different funds, some got
rejected and some went through. The city of Borås could
help since one of the main ideas with the new building is
to benefit the youth, which the city had a sort of grant for.
The final bill of the project will result in some millions
due to dimensions of it.
When asked if they hired anyone for the renovation,
they answer both yes and no. Some regulations made
them add an exterior fire staircase which was too
much to handle by themselves. Otherwise, they have
done most of the work with the help by the assembly
members, who contribute with knowledge and their
spare time. Their assembly consist of 300-400 members,
of which about 200-250 are active. About 50 people
have been contributing in some way to the renovation
and in November this year they had done about 6000
work hours together. The pensioneers are there at day
time and the working members come in the evening or
the weekends to help.

Picture 2, Röstånga Konsthall
(Photo: Lars Helsinghof)

The association life is often depending on an
enthusiast who can motivate the others
– Clas Paulsson and Klas Ullenius, Korkyrkan Borås

On how they manage to get so many volunteers Paulsson
and Ullenius answer that there is a culture of helping
in the assembly and it helps to have a common goal. In
this case they all see a possibility to support the local
society. They describe the area of Norrby as a place of
exclusion and they see themselves as a solution to fix
these problems or at least contribute with something
good. Their tip for the Unity House of Hällekis is to find
a common goal, to find a motivation that is beneficial
for all the residents both young and old. They also put
emphasis on the importance of enthusiasts. One or
several people that can motivate others to start to work
together to create a community.

Picture 3, Gula Huset Borås
(Photo: Korskyrkan Borås)
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Participatory democracy & sociocracy

40

50

In order for people to feel a belonging to a building they
need to be able to use it and make it their own. Jadelius
means that public places cannot deeply affect us until
they respond to our needs. He continues to explain that
every change in a space means that people’s bond to
that space either gets stronger or weaker depending on
how power is distributed and used, which is affected by
how possession of the space is interpreted and sustained.
Feelings of possession can be developed through different
forms of commitment.
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Another term worth highlighting is Sociocracy. The
central part of a sociocractic is a way of ruling where
every voice should be heard when making decisions
(Sociocracyforall, 2021). It is not a way of decision
making that requires full common consensus, it is rather
giving everyone the opportunity to make objections
to a suggestion. If an objection is made the decision
is tweaked until everyone is satisfied and there are no
longer any objections. Additionally, sociocracy is built on
circles. In this context, a circle is a group of people with
a common goal (sociocracyforall, 2021).
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Co-Workshop (19)

Co-gardening(14)

Playground (29)

Space to rent (46)

Café (37)

Library (22)

Space for event (47)

One outcome of this project is a building for the
community in Hällekis. It is therefore important that
one creates some sort of belonging between the people
and the building. In the book Ägandet av himmel, hav,
skog och bygd Lars Jadelius (2020) dissembles the terms;
dedication, ownership and appropriation. He states that
most buildings and spaces are formed by the usage and
the users. In other words, buildings are shaped by the
users, according to their taste and needs.

Borrow Bank (31)

A sense of ownership

Gaming Room (13)

The majority of the people lack a
space for events
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Participatory democracy and Sociocracy both highlight
processes where every voice is heard and listened to. For
work in a local scale, these processes are important, as
meeting places will not work without local engagement.
In the case of Hällekis, the questionnaire in Figure 1 was
used to map the needs of the residents.

0

A participatory democracy ensures that all citizens are
offered an opportunity to directly participate (Insititut
Montaigne, 2021). The idea of this democratic decision
process started to take root in ancient Greece, but the
phrase participatory democracy was not formulated until
the 1960s. Since then, the phrase has come to mean many
different things, and have been used by several different
movements (Silva, 2020). A participatory democracy can
work on different scales and that leads to a questioning of
what the word local means. According to the Cambridge
dictionary, the term local is defined as “from, existing in,
serving, or responsible for a small area, especially of a
country” (Cambridge dictionary).

Figure 1, summary of questionaire
results, What functions do you lack in
Hällekis? (71 answers)
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Funding
In many cases, the funding is the main problem for
local development. Many municipalities do not do large
investments for common houses in rural areas, as these
projects are often not profitable investments. Throughout
the process of this project, several different funding
alternatives that can be applied to the creation of the
Unity House has been investigated.

Do it yourself – Röstånga Tillsammans
The initiative that comes up times and times again is
Röstånga tillsammans and part of that association is
Röstånga tillsammans AB (RUAB), a company that
reinvest all profit back to the community. The members
and investors are many times local, although most of
the stocks are owned by Röstånga tillsammans. The
maximum amount of stocks that they sell are 24 999,
and you can buy one for 500 kr. About 470 people owns
stocks in the company, and 75% of them owns 1-2
according. Stated on the official website of Röstånga
aktiebolag, also called RUAB, the goal of the company
is to be a driving force for sustainable development and
growth of Röstånga.
During an interview with Nils Philips (21-11-19),
the chairperson of Röstånga aktiebolag, he described
Röstånga as a poor area, in the way that they do not
have any economic consultant nor bank directors. It is
therefore important to make the economy within in the
association to feel easy and accessible. Philips continue
to describe that the core of the company is to make
“poor investments” because the company notes that these
investments are the ones that no others want to take on.
Another challenge of the association is that the company
requires a lot of work. Not enough for them to be able to
hire someone to run it, but more than the voluntary work
that they have today. Philips proceeds to explain that
there is a difference between development as a resource
and engagement as a resource, both are important to
conduct a successful project.
With a base in the interview with Philips, the possibility
of creating something similar in Hällekis arose. The
result from the questionnaire shows a positive picture,
as more than half of the residents that answered stated
that they would be willing to invest personal funds in a
development company for Hällekis.

The municipality
Many of the associations in Sweden that drives a Folkets
Hus often seek the municipality for help. Talking to
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politicians and engaging them in questions regarding new
meeting places to build trust between the associations
and the municipal board is important, although it is
equally vital to realize that every municipality in Sweden
works differently (Dielemans, 2021).
In the case of Hällekis, the old preschool was sold for
the symbolic sum of 1 krona to the association. In the
interview with Juliane Thorin (21-11-18), she explains
that the municipality is very positive to the initiative
to renovate the old preschool into a new Folkets Hus.
Although, she also stated that it will be hard for the
municipality to contribute with more funding towards
the renovation, since the building was gifted to the
association.

The national authorities & grants
In the case of Hällekis there is a need to preform changes
in the building to benefit the social life of the residents.
This includes the addition of a stage, café-kitchen, as
well as space for workshops or art projects. In cases
like this there are opportunities to seek project funding
from the Swedish national authorities like myndigheten
för ungdoms- och civilsamhällsfrågor, kulturrådet and
delegationen mot segregation (Dielemans, 2021). For
these types of projects, there are also opportunities
to search for funding though Boverket, the Swedish
authority for community planning, construction, and
housing. The Swedish board of agriculture also provides
funding for the creation and renovation of gathering
spaces in rural areas (Dielemans, 2021). There are also
funding that you can get from Arvfonden, a fund that
helps project that benefits youths or even EU-funds that
can be applied for.
Kerstin Wennergren, one of the drivers behind Folkets
Hus in Hammarkullen, highlights in an interview that a
Folkets Hus cannot exclusively be driven with fundings
from municipalities and authorities (Dielemans, 2021).
However, the money can provide opportunities for new
initiatives as well as renovations, which is particularly
important for smaller communities. Wennergren
continues to describe strategies concerning what the
association can do to get funding from authorities and
larger organizations. It is important to have a clear idea,
carefully research the organizations where you wish to
seek money from, get help from people that have done it
before and show concrete examples on how to reach your
goals (Dielemans, 2021).

Personal assets
Own revenues are what needs to be combined with other
types of fundings for the project to become successful. In
an ideal scenario, everyone could always use the spaces
for free, although regarding Folkets Hus in smaller cities,
the associations simply cannot afford that. There is a need
for a fee if someone wants to rent facilities like the event
space or a private office space. It should be noted that it is
important to take rent fees from the ones that can afford
it such as organizations, companies, big parties. At the
same time, it is equally important to make the building
feel accessible for everyone and not only the ones that
can afford rent (Dielemans, 2021). One way to do that
can be by dividing spaces and mixing activities. Some
spaces may be open and free for all at all times. The event
space might be open and free for all during exhibitions
and so on but not for private events. The rent fee should
be kept for personal parties, or personal office space.
There are also the possibilities to take a very small fee for
small events such as movie nights where the tickets cost
20kr. The concept of crowdfunding should also be noted
as a possibility. An example of this can be a mailbox in
the house where people that want to contribute extra to
causes such as buying a new sound system or projector
for the event space could do so.
In a survey aimed towards the citizens of Hällekis they
were asked how willing they are to contribute their
personal assets into the local development of Hällekis.

56,3% of the people that answered
the questionaire would be willing
to invest personal funds to the
development of Hällekis.

28,2% of the people that answered
the questionaire do not know if they
would be willing to invest personal
funds to the development of Hällekis.

15,5% of the people that answered the
questionaire are not willing to invest
personal funds to the development
of Hällekis.
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Preconditions

This chapter describes the SWOT analysis and the
preconditions of the site, the building as well as the
association.
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Svenska
Foder

Paroc

Folkets Hus
Burned site

Harbor

Falkängen
Perssons
Bike Shop

Trainstation
Christians garden
Carina Kök & Bar
New Folkets Hus

Pizzeria
Coop
Retirement home
Senior apartments

Hällekis is a town located right by Vänern in the
municipality of Götene. There are a lot of different
important places in Hällekis. The infrastructure relies
on the train station as well as the harbours while the
livelihood of people relies on Coop and the Industry.
There are also buildings that are of cultural value in
Falkängen, the old workers’ village, that today holds both
a summer café and a hostel. At the time this report is
written, the future of Falkängen is still uncertain as it
recently has been sold by the municipality. Hällekis is
also a place that is central for tourism in Götene, they
have a caravan parking by the harbour and is close to the
nature reserve of Kinnekulle. Recently new initiatives
have been implemented in Hällekis, like the initiation of
the electrical car hub by the station which is a part of the
SMART project. There is also a large stone quarry where
the old industry used to harvest stone. Around Hällekis
you can also find large football fields, hike trails, a school,
a sports centre, a pizzeria, a bike shop, the old mansion,
and a new preschool. There are seven associations and
several small companies that work in Hällekis.
The old preschool donated to the Folkets Hus association
is just across the road from Coop and Carinas Kitchen.
At the same time, it is right next to one of the bigger
roads that exist in Hällekis, Hönsätersvägen, which
connects Kinnekulle to the industry and the harbour.
This also makes it one of the first buildings that you see
when entering the centre of Hällekis. The wish is that the
Unity House will complement the rest of Hällekis, and
not replace everything. Right in front of the property,
behind Coop is a larger parking lot that acts as a hang
out spot for many of the youths in the area.

Hönsäter
School

Hällekis & the site

Preschool

Sport
center

Fotball field
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Siteplan 1:10 000
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Siteplan sketch 1:500
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The plot today
The plot today can be considered quite anonymous. There
is not much identity to the building since it only looks
to be an addition to the senior home. When arriving
at the site you can immediately see the potential of the
landscape. The front yard is big with a park-like structure
with an addition of a small parking lot. The landscape
of the front of the house holds a lot of opportunities,
although in today’s condition there is no particular
purpose to the large front yard.
The back of the building seems grand but when one
realizes that the property boundary does not correspond
to the existing fence it suddenly feels a lot smaller. It is
also anonymous as it feels very private due to that net
fence that surrounds the plot. However, the back of the
building connects to a park area with several walking
paths and a pond with a fountain and some seating. A
possible downside to the plot can be the risk of heavy
traffic going along Hönsätersvägen on their way to the
industry, which may cause an unpleasant environment in
the backyard of the house.

The north facade

Picture 4, West Facade

The south facade

The west facade

Picture 5, Connecting facade

Section thorugh entrance

Section through roof ridge

Picture 6, Facade detail
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The building today
The floorplan today has a lot of walls and corridors.
You arrive in a big open entrance room with one square
addition that works as a storage room. Towards east there
is a larger gathering room with a small addition that was
made by the kindergarten. Toward the south facade,
we find the kitchen. In total there are three kitchens
in the building, although, all of them are small and no
one of them is fully functional. There are six functional
bathrooms in the building, all of them are scattered
around the building and only one is an RWC. The west
wing has two large corridors that connect to the entrance
door. Along these corridors are several small rooms that
have been used as storage, and some larger ones that
have been used as paint rooms, activity rooms and music
rooms.

Picture 7, Entrance doors

This is not the first time that the plot has been renovated,
since it was a dentist before it became a preschool. The
traces of the different lives of the house can be seen in
the interior, including everything from fun wallpaper
and graffiti walls to old dentist lamps mounted from the
ceiling. Almost every single room in the entire building
has a sink with running water. The building footprint
is approximately 695 square meters. The lowest part of
the roof is 2,4 meters and the highest part along the
centreline of the building is 3 meters. There are two
loadbearing lines that run through the building, where
you can find columns in the walls. Other than that, the
only fixed element that can be tricky to move is the
electrical central.

Original Floorplan with loadbearig walls highlighted

Picture 8, Multiroom

Original Floorplan with mapping of watersystems

Pitcure 9, North-west corridoor
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The Folkets Hus association
Today the Folkets Hus association have about 500
members and 6-7 people on the board states chairperson
Anders Sahlström during our interview (21-11-11).
They do not have a facility where they can have meetings,
so they rely on going to each other’s houses for their
association work. They describe that the association runs
more like a company rather than an association, since all
members have paid a contribution to Folkets Hus, and
if they leave, the association must repay the fee. Before
the old property burned down the association got money
from renting out the building.
Sahlstöm continues to describe the difficulties of funding,
they cannot borrow money since they do not have an
income nor own any building (yet). The membership
fee to the association is 10 kronor, although they have
plans to increase the fee to 100-200 kronor. However,
Sahlström stated during the interview that doing this
increase in membership fee will probably lead to people
leaving the association. The board has received help from
Per Forsberg from Folkets Hus och Parker, which is the
national association that offers help with events and
guidance. The board have a lot of ideas concerning what
the preschool can become in the future. Among these are
workplaces, a tourism office and a summer café. For the
backyard, they have a vision of a park area with garden
possibilities and a rosarium.

The approach of the locals
In the interview with Anders Sahlström (21-11-11) he
described Hällekis as your normal mill town. Everything
has its function and the development in the past have
been performed by the local industry. He continues to
explain that the residents of Hällekis are used to them
fixing what is needed and when the area went from
that sort of privatized development to a municipal, they
started to rely on the municipal to do the same. However,
the municipal planning might not go as fast as the private
and the economy can also be sparser. Therefore, one can
see a bit of a passiveness among the residents since the
norm for so long has been for someone else to fix the
problem.

Picture 10: The old Folkets Hus in Hällekis
Photo: Hällekis Kuriren

Still, when the association of Folkets Hus have gathered
the residents in Hällekis, Sahlström tells us that people
are keen on helping and have great ideas for their area.
The problem is though, that after the meetings the
excitement seems to disappear and they have a tough
time gathering people to help. Sahlström proceed to
describe that the cohesion of the society was better in
the past since people were in greater need of one another.
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SWOT
– analysis of the building and the association

Strengths

Weaknesses

•

Rich culture

•

Low ceiling

•

Large property

•

No identity

•

Central location
everything

•

Lack of commitment

•

Disturbance

•

–

nearby

Cross road

Opportunities

Threats

•

Local meeting place

•

Centralization

•

Raise awareness

•

Regulations

•

New norms

•

Conflicts of interests

•

Improve the everyday life of the
population of Hällekis

Swot illustrations
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The Unity House

In this chapter we present the final proposal
for the Unity House and its property. The
concept is defined, as well as the final
drawings and the renovation process.
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Illustration of frontyard
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Concept
The final proposal is a renovation of the old preschool
into a Folkets Hus that we call the Unity house. One of
the main ideas is that the residents of Hällekis should
be able to perform the renovation by themselves. The
terms participatory democracy, as well as the sociocracy
process, are inspirational strategies that have inspired the
planning of this project, from how to involve the locals to
how to divide the people into subgroups. For the Unity
house to become successful and be used in the way it is
imagined, it is important that the residents feel included.
Since the basis for the Unity House is to be beneficial
for the residents of Hällekis, the functions were set based
on the answers that were given in a questionnaire. The
building therefore houses functions such as an event space
and a library, as well as a kitchen that can multifunction
as a café and a workshop that can contribute to creative
collaborations. All things that the residents of Hällekis
expressed interest for. The house is divided into different
areas, some that are available for rent some that are open
for all. Fortunately, the building has a good construction
which makes it possible to tear down a lot of walls
to create bigger rooms. This also makes it feasible to
highlight the wooden beams that run throughout the
building’s midline. The ceiling height is on the lower
side which makes it tricky to create grandiose rooms,
however, the new floor plan aims to make the best out
of the given situation and to make use of what already
exists.

competition between small companies. A new café in
larger cities may not affect the others greatly. Although,
in a small town a new café may ruin the old one. This
was considered in the project, as there is a summer café
in Falkängen. The café in Falkängen is described as quite
the tourist destination during summertime. By adding
the possibilities for a self-sustained cafeteria in the Unity
House there might be competition between the cafés. It
is therefore important that the café in the Unity House
takes this into consideration. The opening times could
therefore be limited to 3 hours every Sunday, or to be
open during other seasons than the summer season.

The idea is to create more open spaces that can function in
many different ways. An example of this is the flexibility
of the event space. It works for both parties and yoga
classes but can also be used for dancing or theatre.

The local context
Since this project was done in a course on Chalmers
called ”The Local Context”, it is important to dissect
this term. For this project, local development is defined
as development that benefit the residents that live in
Hällekis. The project wanted to fulfill the needs of a
place that often focuses on bringing in tourism. Local
is also considered as something that is specific to a
place. The unity house and its functions may not work
in every small town worldwide, and that is not the point
of the project. It was therefore important to highlight
local needs and working with both the materials and the
competences that already exists.

Illustration of entrance/library of things

Local development is also something that you must
handle with care. This is especially prominent in
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On the south side of the building, the fence is removed
and replaced towards the road with a softer border
consisting of a waist-high hedge. This is to make the site
feel more available and to get a clearer connection to the
public area in the back. At the same time, the hedge
provides shelter from the traffic on the road.

This project focuses on the site of the old preschool in
Hällekis, although there are room for other actors, like the
municipality and the grocery store to do some changes
to the close environment of the site to define it even
more. An example of this could be for the municiplaity
to redo and adjust the bike path that goes by the Unity
House and the store. If they can widen it, the pedestrian
crossing would become much clearer and safer. Other
changes that could be done by the grocery store is to
remove the fence that faces the Unity House. This would
open up the space between the sites and also connect
the store towards the Unity Square. Perhaps the tables
outside of Coop can be moved to the Unity Square to
create a new hangout spot.
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The landscape on the north side is already designed but
by adding a pavilion the site gets a clearer node and
purpose. The pavilion also provides shelter from the
rain. The front yard becomes the Unity Square, which
is a place to gather and voice your opinions. Here you
have the same good overlook as you would have at the
local grocery store, perfect for people-watching or as a
place for demonstration. An addition of bulletin boards
is added in the initial stages for the residents of Hällekis
to feel part of the development of the area. The square
additionally functions as an extension of the building.
The workshop opens directly towards it, both for
convenience when fixing your bike and the possibility
to move out the creative activities and to strengthen
the relationship between the pedestrians moving along
the road. The outdoor workshop area allows people to
move outside when working on heavier projects. The
area becomes multi-functional and flexible but most
importantly, it becomes filled with movement and life.

There was some interest in the common gardening
among the people of Hällekis and since there already
is knowledge about this area within the board of
Folkets Hus today one can see great opportunities to
spread knowledge. Therefore, the Unity House gets an
addition of gardening opportunities that could inspire
the residents. There is also a big patio with seating, that
opens directly to the kitchen, perfect for seasonal cafés
or outdoor events. The patio is also where the orangery
will be located. Additional functions are activities like
boule and an outdoor gym for the sports enthusiasts,
and to connect the back of the building to the park. The
meetings that occur in the backyard can be organized,
but they do not have to be, it is a place where you stop for
five minutes to do some pull ups or talk to a neighbour
before continuing your jog around the neighbourhood.

Kin

It is not only the building that is of importance when it
comes to the Unity House. The property is big and holds
an excellent location which should not be wasted. The
front yard has a direct relation towards the local grocery
store and by removing the fence between the sites a better
connection that allows for a safer crossing is created.
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Illustration of backyard
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A
The floorplan
The main change in the floorplan is the removal of a lot
of walls to open up the building. You enter through a
long entrance that acts as a library of things. Here you
can leave your old books and upgrade your own collection
with books from your neighbours. Some of the shelves in
the entrance hall are closed, and here you can find other
things that you can borrow, like tools, toys or even sports
equipment. The library is the core of the Unity House, it
is your first meeting with the facility, and it is elongated
towards the backyard with an orangery. The orangery
works all year round, here you can sit down and relax
with a book while being surrounded by greenery. This
orangery also corresponds to the existing orangery of the
elderly home which is connected to the Unity house.

Workshop

Office

Meeting room

Multi-Room

Entrance/
Library

Storage

In the east wing, we find the multiroom, the common
living room of Hällekis. This is the place where the elders
sit down for their Sunday fika or bingo nights and the
youths relax after school. During sports events, or the
Eurovision Song Contest, the multiroom is full of people
from all different ages enjoying each other’s company
while cheering on Sweden. The multiroom has its own
storage room, where you can easily store away tables or
chairs. It is also connected to the kitchen.

Common kitchen
Storage
K
F

Pantry

Event Space

Orangery

The kitchen opens to the multiroom by the large bar
disk. The kitchen is big to handle a grand variety of
events. This is the place for the seasonal cafeteria, for the
cooking classes or just preparing a great amount of food
for the activities in the event room. The kitchen has its
own pantry, and a door that leads to the patio in the
backyard. In this floorplan, the toilets are gathered in
the east wing, rather than being spread out throughout
the entire building. On the opposite side of the toilets,
one can find the coat hangers, perfectly hidden away so
that guests can store away their coats and umbrellas. You
can also find the cleaning supply closet right next to the
toilets.
The northwest part of the buildings is the work area.
Here, one can rent a personal office space, or rent a
larger conference room for a day. At the same time, this
is a meeting place for the associations. In this part of
the building, one can also find the workshop. This is a
creative space, with sowing and woodwork tables and
large storage shelves. This is the place for art projects and
the spot where you can find tools that you can borrow to
fix your bike or car. The workshop is directly connected
to the outdoor workshop area, where one can park the
car or bike that needs to be fixed or use the bike pump
for when your tiers start to get soft. This is a lively place
during summer days, and people are constantly moving
in and out of the workshop.

Meeting room

A

Garden Shed

Floorplan 1:200

Section 1:200
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The event space & its flexibility
The event space is the result of a lot of walls being
removed in the southwest wing of the building. This is
one of the most central parts of the Unity House, and
it is also what the residents requested the most in the
questionnaire. The idea of the event space is that it
should be able to hold a bunch of different events. From
birthday party celebrations, yoga events, large dinners,
conferences, dance nights or performances. To make this
possible, the room consists of one large rectangular space.
Between the two columns, we find a stage where one
can perform. The stage has ramps that can be extended
depending on the need. The stage is a small low platform,
due to the restrictions of the ceiling height.

Although the kitchen and the event space are in different
wings, the doors are big and opposite of each other, which
allows for easy food transport during big servings. The
large doors and windows that open towards the backyard
create a natural connection towards the outside. During
warm summer days, the event space can be extended to
the backyard and patio.
The event room is strategically placed as far away from
the elderly home as possible, to make sure that big events
will not interrupt the elders. The event room is a room
available for private rent, although, it is also the place
where events can be held by associations or companies.

One of the walls is covered by a large storage curtain.
This is done to allow for furniture flows, but also to hide
a secret door that leads to the workshop. As the idea of
the room is to hold diverse types of events, it is important
that it is easy to rearrange and refurnish depending on
needs. The stage is also moveable and can be stored away
when it is not in need.

Possible eventroom scenarios

Illustration of eventroom
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Collage of multiroom

Collage of the Unity Square

Collage of workshop & frontyard

Collage of kitchen
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People mapping

The industry

The Lottagroup

The boat association

The local business strategist

The electrician
The gardener

The foodie

The project manager

The peoples house association

The motivator

The plumber
The parent association

The community association

The football club

For the process of a renovation done by the people we see
that the peoples house association will have to reach out
to the locals. Firstly, all other associations and companies
must be contacted, as everyone has different experiences
and can help in different ways. Involving associations
and companies will also be beneficial and help make the
unity house feel alive and bring people together. When
people feel a connection to the Unity House, they are
more likely to help. Secondly, different competences in
the building sector are needed, does any local plumbers,
electrician or carpenters live in the area? Are they willing
to contribute with their expertise? This will be vital for
the bigger renovation projects, like the toilets and the
kitchen space. Thirdly, we need people that can engage
the others, the so-called local enthusiasts. These are the
ones that motivate everyone to get started, a project
manager of sorts that can help with organization, or
just contribute with coffee for the workers.
In the renovation process there is a need to create
smaller project groups. Some may have a large interest
in gardening and then the orangery and landscape will
be their focus area. Other might enjoy scanning secondhand shops and markets for second-hand furniture, or
even investigate their own homes to contribute to the
interior of the unity house. Others may prefer to work
in tearing down walls and fixing pipelines. We see that
this is a great way to make people feel like they are
contributing, that stuff is happening. We also see that
if people contribute and feel like they are a part of the
unity house, then they are more likely to use if frequently
in the future, which is exactly what we want to see.  

The artist

The music association

The carpenter

The landscape architect

The municipal developer

Figure 2, Illustration of people mapping
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The renovation process

The residents

Stage 1– Creating trust
For the first step, it is important to show people that
things are happening in the Unity house. We suggest to
simply repaint the entrance in order to visibly highlight
this, or to be a bit more bold and add a mural on the
facade towards the road. A mural can be a great way
to give the anonymous building an identity and also a
way to showcase local culture, as in the example below
(picture 11). In this way the residents of Hällekis are
able to see that the association are starting to do things.
Additionally, bulletin boards where people can voice
their opinions will be put up outside of the entrance and
along the pathway, which creates engagement as well as
brings forward the historic values of a unity house as a
place where people can voice their opinions.
The association should also host events to present the
building as theirs and show its potential. This is related
to the process of building trust based on the interview
with Nils Philips from Röstånga Tillsammans, where
he highlighted that “trust can only be built in stepwise
practical processes”. This trust should be cultivated to
encourage people to help with the renovations.

Picture 11, Sagoväggen Sunne Kommun
Mural: Marja i Myrom | Photo: Dan Enwall

Stage 2 – Constructing commitment
For the second step, the association arrange for a tear
down wall party for the walls in the west side of the
building. This should be an event that make people feel
involved and show them that everyone can contribute.
It is also important to build engagement. By flyers in
coop and Facebook events the association can spread
the information and make people talk about the event.
The association should provide sledgehammers as well
as masks, and the tearing down of walls should all be
done in one step. This step should be highlighted as a
fun starting point for the people to get involved and to
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emphasize that the building is theirs. This step is also
done before large renovations of toilets and kitchens, as
processes including plumbing can often feel too big and
heavy to start with.
As heard in the interviews with the Folkets hus
association, “many Hällekis residents are used to having
the factory take care of them”, since the factory was the
starting point of the community. A tear down party
can be a good way to show everyone that the residents
can take action, which hopefully empowers the will to
contribute in later stages.

The local companies

Workgroup 2

The associations

Stage 3 – Finding strengths
Several different subgroups are created out of the people
that want to be involved in the process. Some might
prefer to work on the gardening and outdoor areas, while
others might want to work on interior functions, such as
painting, interior design, or even plumbing work. This is
important because then the renovation can proceed with
more structured work. Additionally, it is important to
take some of the load off the people’s house associations
shoulders. By offering people to work on what they think
is fun people may feel more engaged. This will work since
we can see on the questionnaire (see Appendix 1) that
there is a will among people to help and contribute.
It is vital for the association to find the people that
we show in the people mapping to make this process
successful. For this to work, there is a need of a wide variety
of expertise, strong engagement, and communication
between all the associations. There is also a need for
motivators, people that can contribute with something
as simple as fika to keep up the spirit and make the
renovation a positive experience. The connections with
the companies in Hällekis are also crucial in this step,
maybe some of them can help with knowledge or even
left-over material. The wish is for Folkets Hus association
to cooperate with the other associations within the area,
and that all the associations can use the spaces in the
unity house for meetings and events in the future.

Workgroup 1

The motivators

Stage 3.5 – Finding funding
The project is of course dependent on a budget that will
be determined by the funding that the associations can
obtain. We suggest that one of the workgroups created
in the third step will focus on economics since that is of
such importance for the project.

Workgroup 3

The cultural event
fixers

The municipality

Figure 3, Illustration of workgroups
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There are different ways of funding as described in the
theory chapter of this booklet (page 16). The association
have to find out what works for them and the community.
Since there was a positive response in the questionnaire of
investing personal assets among the residents of Hällekis,
we suggest them to further investigate this. By creating
their own investment company they do not have to rely
as much on different contributions and grants, which can
be time demanding and difficult to apply for.

Repeating
It is important to keep in mind that a working process
is never linear. None of the steps above or the ones
that follow will go by without any issues. The first three
steps might need to be redone several times before the
bigger transformations will take place. That is why it
is of importance to create trust within the community
in order to keep the residents working towards the
common goal even when encountering difficulties.

Stage 4 – Starting the transformation
Inside: The entrance and library are modified, since
this is the first meeting with the interior of the unity
house. We consider this to be an important part of
the renovation process. The entrance should as soon
as possible get a cohesive and inviting look. When the
unity house is locked, the people can still get a glimpse of
the interior though the large windows. The office spaces
and the workshop are slightly remodelled and the floor
on the workshop is being build and adjusted to fit to the
new layout. It is important to get the office spaces up
and running as soon as possible, and since not a lot of
remodelling is needed in this part of the building it is
manageable. After this step the unity house really starts
to take form and people can begin to experience the
progress with the functions the potential of the building.
Outside: The outdoor group start to work on the
pavilion and the unity square, it is a statement for the
building is an important extension of the unity house.
By doing these changes in the front of the unity house
first, people can directly see the changes, and start to
enjoy the outside before the interior is done. This is also
a good place to have bulletin boards where people can
voice their opinion. Going back to the roots of the unity
house, a neutral space for the people, the square is a
space where everyone’s voices can be heard. The outdoor
group should also build some simple benches that they
can set along the brick wall on the northwest side of the
building. Once again, this is done to engage people and
bring them physically close to the unity house but also to
invite pedestrians to stepwise use the property.
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Stage 5 – Altering spaces

Step 7 – Finishing touches

Inside: The east side of the building is now considered.
The walls are removed in the east part of the building,
and possibly a new tear down wall party is thrown.
This lays the foundation for the heavier parts of the
renovation. The plumbers lead the work with the
bathrooms and kitchens to make the process smooth.
These are vital parts to have the building up and running,
so it is important to finish this stage. This is done later in
the renovation process since we see that this heavier step
can be a too large threshold to start with. In this stage, we
also add the new openings where we turn old windows
to doors. One of the workgroups can focus on bargain
hunting to search for old windows and doors that might
be taken from houses that have been demolished in the
area. Maybe the municipality can help contribute with
this.

Before the inauguration, the building needs to be
furnished. By searching at markets and second-hand
shops, and hosting events where people in Hällekis can
donate their old furnishments the building can keep
costs and the climate footprint at a low. Here are also a
lot of opportunities for self-made projects, like reusing
old wood from the demolition to create flexible interior
design, benches and labelling of furniture to get a more
cohesive look (see picture of Selma Kultur Center)

There will always be one functioning toilet in the building
throughout the renovation process, which is considered
enough for the ones using the office spaces. The office
spaces are places that people can rent when working from
home. At the same time, these spaces can be used by
the local associations, when they have meetings need to
do some association work. Additionally, simple kitchen
gadgets like a microwave and a coffee machine can be
placed in the workshop to be a temporary kitchen for the
ones using the office spaces.
Outside: The outdoor group continues to work on the
landscaping of the square and the space in front of the
workshop, to make the connection between the interior
and the exterior clear. After this they start with the back
of the building, by removing the fence, and creating the
set functions of the backyard, such as the patio and the
addition of a shed for garden tools.

Stage 6 – Embodying new changes
Inside: The east part of the building, as well as the event
space is remodelled for a cohesive look and adding new
floors. The building should also be cleaned to remove all
the building dust. The set furniture of the unity house
is built, this includes the bookshelves in the library, the
pegboard wall in the workshop, and the storage wall in
the event space.
Outside: The outdoor group continues to work on the
garden space, especially the gardening surfaces and
further landscaping of the backyard. This also include
adding the outdoor gym and boule court in the sandbox.

Picture 12, Re-used interior at Selma Center
Photo: Sofia Peterson

8. Celebrating Hällekis
As the renovation has come to an end it is important
to celebrate the good job and the fact that they have
managed to transform a part of their community. This is
not the end of the process but merely the beginning of
what they are able to do. By doing this project we hope
that more visions of what Hällekis can be will come
forward.
When the unity house has been up and running for
some time more additions can be made. For example an
orangery to give them the opportunity of more gardening
possibilities or maybe an extension of the building will
take place at the burned down site as a Folkets Park. This
process is supposed to be the starting point for all the
Hällekiser’s to come together and see the possibilities
for themselves to further develop their own community.
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A member of the
association arrives
early tp open up the
building

Did someone say coffee?
Everyone is welcome to
the common kitchen for a
cup or two
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Time for yoga, the event
space is being cleared
from furniture and the
mats are rolled out
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A home-worker prefers
to get out of their
house and works in the
multiroom for the day
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Some kids have finished
school for the day and head
for the multiroom

The kids start packing up to
go home for dinner and the
guests for the event arrives
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The boat assocaition are
renting the meeting room to
discuss a new pier

The event is coming
to an end and the
guests are leaving
the Unity House
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The mingle in the entrence
hall is moving into the event
space were dinner is served
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Reflection
Future development
After the Unity House is done it would be nice to
investigate to how the renovated preschool could relate
to the burned down site of the old Folkets Hus. Since
there is a wish for a stage area, and the one added to the
Unity House is not that big due to the circumstances of
the building, one could create a Folkets Park (people’s
park) with a larger stage at the old site. The property is
still owned by the association so when the Unity House
starts to generate income this could be a great second
project to extent the Unity House further develop of
Hällekis.
Something that came up several times during the project
was the connection between Coop and the Unity House.
Although we did not do lots of changes in the project
as it is right now, this would be interesting to discuss
and investigate further. The connection between the
Unity House and Coop will be important to activate the
Unity square. The greatest outcome is if they can benefit
from each other, making sure that the people will use
and enjoy the square and a at the same time promote the
sales in the store.

The Unity House is a place where the residents can start
to develop new norms such as sharing. As this is also
a function wanted by the people, we can already see a
positive trend towards a new more sustainable lifestyle
in Hällekis. The Unity House will only be a positive
addition where they can further explore these changes
and influence more to join a sharing community. By
creating opportunities for new ways of thinking they can
also become more open towards changes that the future
might hold on a global level.

Folkets Hus
A house that belongs to the people

The broader context
The broader context considered connectivity between
different people, on a global and local scale. It is
important to see the relations to these different scales
when working with any project. The Unity House is not a
ground-breaking renovation that will be globally known,
but for the residents of Hällekis it will be of immense
importance to gain a place where they can come together
as a community. The Unity House should be a space
where people can meet and interact regardless of class as
well as a platform for the residents of Hällekis to share
knowledge and further develop their area.
We put emphasis on the people of Hällekis coming
together and doing this project as a community. They
should choose functions together that mirror their needs
in order for them all to feel some sort of belonging to
the building. It is first when they create that bond as
the old preschool stops being just an old preschool and
becomes a Unity House. We tried to do this through the
questionnaire posted on the local Facebook group but we
encourage them to do this again and to start a conversation
within the community to get an understanding of what
they all want and start uniting.
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Appendix 1 - The Questionaire
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